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Faculty Spars Over Law School's Involvement in
Rumsfeld v.
version violated the unconstitutional
conditions doctrine because it made law
schools choose between surrendering its
First Amendment rights and losing federal
Some members of the faculty at funding. The Supreme Court disagreed,
George Washington University Law ruling unanimously with no concurrences
School strongly disapprove of the way that the Solomon Amendment did not
that GW and other law schools handled regulate the speech of the law schools,
the litigation of Rumsfeld v. FAIR, Inc. ac but rather unexpressive conduct.
cording to a series of emails between law
Following this defeat, many have
faculty made available to the Nota Bene. criticized the constitutional law professors
The Supreme Court delivered its from Harvard, Yale, and Columbia law
unanimous opinion in the FAIR case on schools who litigated the case. Among
March 6, rejecting the claims of the Fo these critics is GW Law Professor John
rum for Academic and Institutional Rights Banzhaf, who, in a series of emails to his
that forcing law schools to allow military faculty colleagues, has heavily criticized
recruiters on campus
both the argument put
was a violation of free
forward in the FAIR
speech and free as
Among the critics is
case as well as GW
sociation because the
Law's involvement in
GW Law Professor
military's "Don't Ask,
the litigation.
John Banzhaf who,
Don't Tell" policy was
Professor Ban
contrary to many law
zhaf
stated
in an in
in a series of emails to
schools' policies of
terview that GW Law
his faculty colleagues,
non-discrimination
School should not
on the basis of sexual
has heavily criticized
be in the business of
orientation.
taking up the causes
both the argument put
GW had joined
of individual profes
forward in the FAIR
FAIR at the begin
sors, committing the
ning of the litigation
whole of the faculty
case as well as GW
several years ago when
to a certain position
Law's involvement in
Professor Joan Schaffon a given issue the
ner brought the issue
the litigation.
way that it has done so
before the faculty. A
with FAIR. Banzhaf
committee including
mentioned that in his
Professors Schaffner,
own campaigns involving non-smokers'
Roger Schechter, Thomas Morgan, and rights and fast food liability, that he has
Gregory Maggs was appointed by then pursued litigation on his own, without
Dean Michael Young to assess whether involving the law school as a whole.
the Law School should join. That com
However, according to Professor
mittee was divided on the issue, but Schechter, the issue of discrimination difthe majority of the Law School faculty
voted in favor and GW joined FAIR in
its litigation.
Contrary to other schools belonging
to FAIR, GW has never outright barred
military recruiters from campus. Rather,
the school has merely made it a point to
relay to students that the military policy of
discriminating against openly gay and les
bian prospective service members is con
BY ERIC C. JESCHKE
trary to the policy of the Law School.
Staff Writer
The litigation began in the District
Court of New Jersey when FAIR chal
lenged the constitutionality of Congress's
Beginning on July 1, 2006, Pro
Solomon Amendment, which required fessor Steven Schooner will assume
the Department of Defense to deny responsibilities as the Senior Associate
funding to any school refusing to allow Dean for Academic Affairs, replacing
military recruiters on its campus.
current Dean Roger Trangsrud. The
The District Court denied FAIR move places one of the more popular
an injunction against military recruiters. and well-respected professors into a
Congress then amended the Solomon position that significantly affects both
Amendment to deny funds to any school the student and faculty experience at
which did not provide the military with the Law School.
access to campuses equal to that enjoyed
Professor Schooner, who received
his J.D. from the College of William and
by other recruiters.
The Third Circuit Court of Ap Mary and an LL.M. from GW, joined
peals reversed, holding that the amended the faculty in 1998. Prior to 1998, he
BY JOHN WALKE R

Staff Writer

Photo by Abdul B-Tsyef/WPPI
Attorney Joshua Colangelo-Bryan of Dorsey & Whitney LLP confers
with Abdulla Hajee, a family member of a current Guantanamo detainee.
More on Page 4.

fers from those pursued by Professor Ban
zhaf because it involves a written policy
of the law school not to discriminate on
the basis of sexual orientation.
Professor Banzhaf's main issue with
the FAIR litigation seemed to be that it
was nothing but an "empty gesture" by a
law school suffering from either "liberal
guilt" or "ivory tower myopia."
According to him, professors should
have known that the case was bound to
fail. Thus, GW's involvement amounted
to little more than an empty gesture which
Banzhaf asserts has damaged the legal
academy by discrediting law professors.
He further argues that GW's joining the

litigation did nothing to influence the
judges deciding the case, because one
more law school was inconsequential.
Banzhaf also pointed out that the
Law School has failed to aggressively
oppose other areas in which the military
discriminates, including age and gender
discrimination.
Banzhaf also speculated that pro
fessors might be suffering from a kind
of "ivory tower myopia." He said that
professors often are more concerned with
law review articles and theory and lose
touch with how the law actually applies

See FAIR page 5

Prof. Steven Schooner Named New Senior
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs

News

practiced procurement law and legisla both the Public Contract Law Journal
tion at the Office of Management and and the Government Contracts Moot
Court competition.
Budget. He also has a
"Professor
wide variety of other
"Professor
Schooner
has excelled
experiences including:
in
every
aspect
of the
Schooner
has
trial and appellate level
academic
enterprise,"
commercial litigation
excelled in
noted Dean Frederick
with the Department
every
aspect
of
Lawrence.
"He is an
of Justice; private prac
impressive
and
impor
tice; and experience as
the academic
tant
scholar,
a
gifted
an active duty Army
enterprise,"
and
devoted
teacher,
judge advocate. Pro
and a skilled admin
— Dean Frederick
fessor Schooner, who
istrator of our highly
was on sabbatical for
Lawrence.
regarded Government
the recent fall semester,
Contracts
program.
normally teaches firstHe
will
bring
all
of
these
skills
and more
year Contracts and is the Co-Director
of the Government Procurement Law
See SCHOONER page 2
Program. He is also faculty advisor for
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Law Profs Blaze Legal Trail Through Blogosphere
blogging in many ways is like scholar Law's most prolific blogger, is
expression of an idea. A law
ship
without the filter. "When I write using his new blog, orinkerr.
review article is much more
Staff Writer
an op-ed it has to go through a gauntlet com, to provide a play by play
polished and comprehensive.
According
of newspapers editors before it finally
of pending Supreme Court
I believe they serve different
to Butler,
"Terrell Owens is so black... He is a gets printed. Blogging is a much more decisions. A regular contribu
functions but also comple
cartoon: the showboat black male athlete. extemporaneous, free-flow, approach to tor to the Volokh Conspiracy,
blogging
ment one another."
A bad Negro," writes a prominent GW legal writing."
the nation's most popular
Some professors out
in many
Law professor. "Donovan McNabb is a
Professor Daniel Solove echoes But legal blog, Kerr's writings
side of GW have suggested
good negro... He is a quarterback. A black ler's sentiments. A co-creator of the blog on any number of topics are
ways is like
that law professors get pub
Quarter back!"
concurringopinions.com, Solove writes seen by upwards of twenty
lishing credit within their
scholarship
These lines can't be found in a nearly everyday on topics as diverse as five t housand readers a day.
universities for maintaining
without the
law review article or case book. They privacy law and the architecture of federal "It is a growing medium,"
blogs. Mark Sargent, Dean
were written by
courthous- Kerr said, who was writing
filter.
of Villanova Law School, has
GW Law profes
es. So- about blogging just before
floated the idea. According to
sor Paul Butler
love grew he was interviewed. "It will
Sargent, blogs can and often
on his new blog,
animated continue to grow in the near
are a forum for meaningful
blackprof.com.
as he dis- future but I think it will reach a critical scholarship. The "legal scholars' ability
Legal blogs, or
c u s s e d mass at some point."
to contribute to and advance scholarly
"B-law-gs," such
the
possi
Given these accolades for b-law- debates through the blogosphere is real,
Lotcral Mdi* by Minority L«v Profs -2006
> tmA SMme
as Butler's have
bilities of ging one might wonder if law review despite the relative brevity of most posts,"
!aa«M
recently gained
i lut thaf lneh«i» peopit who an m AALf lononty I
Teachm
legal blog articles will go the way of the past, giving he said. Sargent further suggests that
Ask Mom!
ifomi:< Davis
currency in aca
ging for way to short internet posts on, for example "[a] faculty member who is blogging in a
|Luii DeemedLaw. Pr<**rty. Fsnsly I*w) from Loyola L
a
thobr
demic circles and
the
future, "The George Washington Law School serious way thus would seem to me to be
Suxrtte Makc«ux (Cvri Procedure, Complex Lsrgmon. Empkvmsol
: Law) from Alabama
are cropping up
noting that Blog on Environmental Law?" Butler, engaged in scholarship."
E-Aurdo Pecaiver (Property. Law and Rd®oc) from ForAnn
in abundance at
"around a Solove and Kerr think not. "A law review
Professor Kerr disagrees. "I don't
GW Law.
1000 peo article is a full, formal treatment of a legal think professors should get publishing
Legal blogs are significant for sev ple go to concurringopinions everyday, question, that is not going to go away," credit for blogging," said Kerr. "Profes
eral reasons. Legal blogs are interesting it is unlikely that any law review article said Solove, suggesting that if anything sors are charged with teaching, produc
partly because they allow nearly anyone gets that kind of audi
blogging complements ing scholarship and providing service to
to interact with legal experts through the ence."
traditional legal writ the community. Blogging is a form of
click of a mouse - a right once reserved
Solove also sug
ing. "I think of blog service, not a form of serious academic
"Blogging is a
for those with good LSAT scores and a gests another attraction
ging as an addendum scholarship."
spare 150,000 dollars. As writer Andrew of blogging: the imme
form of service,
to law review articles. It
Law students are belabored with the
Sullivan has put it "blogs may be to diate dissemination of
is a great way to just get importance of multiple drafts, rewrites
not
a
form
of
words what Napster was to music." How ideas. "There is no time
ideas out there in their and meticulous editing. It is interesting
serious academic
blogging will impact Law's ivory tower lapse between emerging
infant stage that could that both Solove and Butler seem to revel
remains to be seen.
legal issues and analysis
eventually turn into law in the spontaneity of blogging and that
scholarship." Blackprof.com, co-founded by GW of those issues," Solove
review articles."
the product is raw and immediate rather
Kerr
Law professors Paul Butler and Spencer said. "A ol t of the issues
Butler concurred, than manufactured and modified. It is
Overton, was founded several month,r ago are cutting edge. And
suggesting that blog clear that blogging will likely have a more
as a forum to discuss law, race and society. the people posting on
ging and law review substantial place on law school campuses
"It has been really exciting to be involved them are experts."
articles are creatures of a different species. in the future. Just how prominent a place
in this," Butler said. According to Butler,
Professor Orin Kerr, perhaps GW "Blogging is an immediate, unfiltered remains to be seen.
•
BY JEFF WINMILL
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Gutman to coordinate teaching loads,
faculty compensation, appointment
to the position of Academic Dean."
of visiting and full-time professors, as
Although Dean Lawrence has the well as the student class schedule and
final decision regarding the position of
curriculum.
Academic Dean,
To become
there was signifiacquainted with
cant involvement
his new duties,
As Academic Dean,
by Senior Asso
Professor Schoo
ciate Dean for
Professor Schooner
ner plans to seek
Administrative
the
advice of a
will work with current
Affairs Thomas
number of other
Morrison, and
Associate Dean for
current faculty
Dean Trangsrud
members.
Academic
Affairs
as well as other
"GW real
Jeffrey Gutman to
senior faculty
ly has a tremen
members.
coordinate teaching
dous strength in
"There was
the
truly stag
loads, faculty
a broad consen
gering number
sus after talking
compensation,
of former law
with everyone
school deans or
appointment
of
visiting
that Professor
academic deans
and full-time professors,
Schooner was
on the faculty
the right choice
as well as the student
here," said Pro
for this position,"
fessor
Schooner.
class schedule and
said Dean Trang
D e a n s
srud.
curriculum.
Lawrence and
Soon after
Trangsrud as
Professor Schoo
well as Profes
ner accepted the
sors Peter Raposition, the fac
ven-Hansen, Te
ulty approved his appointment. Faculty resa Schwartz, and Karen Brown have
approval is required due to the signifi been academic deans at GW or other
cant impact the Academic Dean has on law schools.
the experience of students, faculty, and
In addition to Dean Lawrence,
staff.
Professors Jerome Barron, Thomas
As Academic Dean, Professor Buergenthal, Richard Pierce Jr., Thom
Schooner will work with current Asso as Morgan, Laird Kirkpatrick, and Jack
ciate Dean for Academic Affairs Jeffrey Friedenthal have experience as deans at

GW or other law schools.
Dean Trangsrud acted as interim
dean of the Law School for a year be
fore Dean Lawrence was appointed in
August 2005. Dean Transgrud became
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs
in 1993 and then entered his current
position in 2000.
"There have been a number of
changes that have been made during my
time with Deans Friedenthal, Young,
and Lawrence," said Dean Trangsrud.
"The physical plant is vastly improved.
The faculty is much larger and the cur
riculum is more developed than it was
when I began in this office. It's been a
pleasure and a wonderful opportunity
to work with faculty and administra
tion."
Dean Trangsrud will teach Civil
Procedure and Complex Litigation in
the fall before going on sabbatical next
spring.
Although Dean Trangsrud served
as associate and then senior associate
Academic Dean for almost thirteen
years, there is a plan for future deanships to be shorter in duration.
"I expect Professor Schooner
to serve for three years as Academic
Dean," said Dean Lawrence. "It could
be shorter or longer, but I am anticipat
ing a term of three years."
"There are certainly tradeoffs be
tween stability and allowing a faculty
member to return to their scholarship
in a reasonable time," said Professor
Schooner. "Being involved in govern
ment contracts in a place like D.C. gives

incentives to return to that field as soon
as you can. At the beginning, I really
just want to get a sense of what the
priorities of the dean should be and try
to understand the institution from that
perspective a little better."
Professor Schooner will assume
responsibility of overseeing many as
pects of the faculty's activities within
the Law School.
"One thing that attracted me to
the position was to learn more about
what the faculty here is doing," said
Professor Schooner. "There is really
a breathtaking sweep of areas of inter
est at a school like GW. One of the
jobs of the dean's office is to collect
annual reports to show faculty and
administration the focus of ongoing
scholarship."
There are some drawbacks to
the new position, however. Professor
Schooner, who has published consis
tently since and even before joining
the faculty, noted that he would have
to be disciplined in choosing smaller
projects in order to keep active in his
scholarship, which focuses on federal
government contracts and procurement.
He will also have to lighten his teach
ing load.
"The thing I will miss the most
serving as Dean is going to be teach
ing first-year contracts," said Professor
Schooner. "For at least the first year, I
am not going to teach contracts to give
myself time to get acquainted with the
position. I may try to return to teaching
that class after a year."
•
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BY NIKHIL SHIMPI

"Voices at Gitmo":
Detainees Allege Abuses

Professor Richard Denbeaux, a
clinician at Seton Hall Law School, chal
For the first time, the American lenged the facts that the government has
public had a chance to see detainees marshaled in support of its detention
released from the U.S. prison camp at program, citing government statistics.
"We looked at profiles because we
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba speak about
their time in custody at an event at GW could not otherwise get information," he
said. "Fifty-five percent of the detainees
Law School.
The event, entitled Voices of Guan were not even accused of a hostile act,
tanamo, was broadcast on C-Span. The although they are accused of being the
Center for Constitutional Rights, along worst of the worst. Eight percent of
with the Law School's Human Rights those being accused of being fighters even
fought for hostile forces." Ac
Law Society and Internacording to Prof. Denbeaux, a
tional Human Rights Clinic,
The
significant majority of the
had defense counsel and law
detainees were captured in
detainees
professors dissect statistics
areas of Afghanistan where
about detainees and relate
spoke front
large rewards were being
legal issues that confront the
England via
offered to those who turned
detainees.
over fighters.
The detainees spoke
video about
Because there was no
from England via video
the unusual
proof that the individuals
about the unusual experi
had committed their crimes,
experiences
ences that united them dur
or that the government was
ing their time in jail. "There
that united
monitoring the real crimi
was no interrogation in
them during
nals, Prof. Denbeaux argued
Guantanamo," said detain
that it was possible to accuse
ee Tariq Durgal, a young
their time in
the U.S. government not only
man with a full beard who
jail.
of mistreating the detainees,
wore a track suit and spoke
wma—mm
but of being too lenient on
in a thick Northern English
security issues. "One hope
accent. "It was a bunch of
is to find out who should be
kids asking silly questions,
making silly remarks. There was a lot of locked up, and the other is to get a system
mockery and blasphemy going on. As that would make us more safe," he said.
The speakers focused also on the
far as I'm concerned, Guantanamo was
fundamental rights of the detainees.
a joke."
With the exception of a reporter According to Prof. Arturo Carrillo of
and audience member who questioned the Law School, the courts only recently
why and where the detainees had been have validated the legal rights of detain
picked up, the audience of GW Law ees. Because of a congressional decision
School students and human rights activ to restrict the right of habeas corpus for
foreign detainees to those charged with
ists appeared to be supportive of the con
tentions of the speakers on the panel.
at least ten years in prison or death, it is
Asst. News Editor

not certain whether many detainees will you up and then they'll come and take
be able to challenge their detentions in you. They started kicking and punching
him, kicking him in the stomach violently.
federal court.
In fact, the right to counsel is I found out later that he had lots of stom
ach problems. Next time I
not certain, according to
wmmmmmm
saw him, he was basically
Joshua Colangelo-Bryan,
covered in blood."
who stated in an inter
"Guantanamo
Speakers affiliated
view with the Washington
was a joke."
Post on February 10th that
with military institutions
the military tribunals at
^mm
spoke at the second panel,
Guantanamo "can recom
and challenged the mil
mend that people be held
itary's use of doctors to
in Guantanamo on the basis of secret commit torture in contravention of
evidence and evidence obtained through medical and military medical ethics.
torture, all while prohibiting detainees The legal process at Guantanamo, Prof.
from being represented by lawyers." Col Jonathan Marks noted, involves no rules
angelo-Bryan, who represents detainee of evidence, nor an independent judi
Jumah Dossari, observed that the isola ciary. "Interrogations were not recorded
tion in which his client was held had af because tapes might create military legal
fected him deeply, leading him to attempt problems," he said.
suicide multiple times.
The panel, in fact, featured no
After a break in and a client inter individuals who directly challenged the
view conducted through a mesh screen, speakers' contentions that detainees may
Colangelo-Bryan related, he became sus have been wrongly captured and that they
picious and looked into his client's cell. were tortured while in custody. When
"I looked up and saw a pool of blood and interrogated at a London airport after
then saw what I could only conceptualize returning from a documentary publicity
as a figure." Dossari, who had not been tour in America, Shafiq Rasul said he told
able to speak with his wife or children, the airport security guard that he did not
and who had been in solitary confine know why he had been held. "I told him
ment for months, left a death note, but that if you want answers, you can ask the
was rescued by military doctors in time American government."
to save him. Colangelo-Bryan was not
Abdulla Hajee, the brother of a de
able to see his client until later.
tainee, said that he was never told of the
Torture is one ofthe techniques that reasons why his brother was in custody
detainees and outside observers have ac during the long months of the detention,
cused the U.S. government of using, and despite the intervention of Colangelothe detainees repeated accounts in line Bryan, his brother's attorney. "It was
with other accusations. "Basically, there's harder hearing about things through the
eight guys came into a cell," said Shafiq news and not being able to know any
Rasul about one of his experiences with thing," he said.
Dossari. "He was lying down in the cell,
Additional reporting by Magin Puig•
all you have to do is have them shackle Monsen.

Students in Dark About Work Study Possibilities
BY NIKHIL SHIMPI

Asst. News Editor
GW Law School students have con
tinued to overlook the significant source
of financial aid that Federal Work Study
programs provide, despite the increasing
costs of education at one of the nation's
most expensive schools.
The program pays professional
students up to $12.49 per hour of work
with public employers and certain private
employers unable to pay wages to their
student employees or interns. The Law
School has historically requested very
little of the money that the University
receives from the Federal government for
work study purposes.
Nancy La Motta of the School's
financial aid office asserts that she has
seen little interest during her 29 years
working at GW Law School in work
study. "Any student who approaches us
during the nine-month academic year
with a job offer that could be funded by
CWS, has their file examined by Law Fi
nancial Aid to see if they are eligible," she
says. "Depending on their other aid and
eligibility for federal Stafford loans, they
may or may not, but usually do, qualify.
Sometimes the student has so much other
aid already that, unless a loan is reduced
first, they would not qualify for CWS. It
is also possible that CWS would affect a

student's GW aid, although I don't believe had some difficulties finding who to speak for work study for the nine-month aca
demic year, and that money is spent down
with in the administration.
that's happened here yet."
by the end of each spring semester. There
She says she spoke to the financial
The applicant may have to negotiate
with the employer based on the amount aid office and the CDO. "Nancy said that has never been CWS funding available to
of eligibility that the financial aid office there was no federal work study available any GW student in the summer."
"I don't know that it would neces
determines that they have, and develop a for law students for the summer, and that
plan of hours and wages. Typically, the there is a little bit available during the sarily take money away from the underemployer will pay one quarter of wages, school year (for one or two students) but grads if the Law School got more money,"
while the government will provide the that she rarely gets approached about it." Kopley mused. "It's not clear that there's
other three quarters of the salary allot Kopley also mentioned that she had not a finite and inflexible sum that can't be
ment. "Once the employer's maximum known that she could have received finan increased."
cial aid for her off-campus
La Motta says that the information
offer is set, the Law Finan
job with USAID during about applying is available to incoming
cial Aid Office inputs the
the past Spring.
students. "Its availability is stated on our
award into Banner," says
"I.think there
The stipend is for website, and in our financial aid flyer ac
La Motta.
are plenty
an amount far less than companying every admission offer."
many students make with
Kopley, who is searching for aid
"Then it is up to the
of students
private firms and some for her summer job, said that she was
student to do the required
who would be
public employers, but re interested in receiving work study funds,
paperwork with the Uni
interested in
mains a viable way for like many other students. "I think there
versity Career Center,
students to receive money are plenty of students who would be in
which keeps track of all
work study if
while acquiring experi terested in work study if they knew they
CWS-eligible employers,
they knew they
ence during internships could get it," she said. "I've talked to
and the employee's hours.
The Financial Aid Office
with government and pri lots of students since learning of my own
could get it,"
vate employers such as predicament, and many who have already
isn't involved beyond mak
NGOs. In addition, the done internships would have loved to have
ing the initial determina
stipend covers jobs other gotten paid for their work if they'd known
tion of eligibility."
But law students have been reticent than those on campus, so long as they are it was a possibility."
about applying for such loans, or per related to the student's education.
Many other law schools also offer
haps merely uncertain about the correct
Because students have not expressed financial aid for the work that students
procedures for obtaining them. 2L Anne significant interest in the past, money has do in their programs.
Kopley, who has been investigating ways been limited. "[Work study] is only pos
Kopley, however, demurs that she
to receive payment for her summer in sible during the fall and spring semesters," had more pressing concerns before the
ternship with New York City's Human says La Motta. "GW as a whole receives summer began. "I need to apply for these
Resources Administration, said that she an allocation from the federal government other grants," she says.
•
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Law Games at GW
T

T

Another captain, 1L Bryan King,
expressed
his enthusiasm for the three-onStaff Writer
three "March Madness" basketball games
in GW's health and wellness center that
Thanks to the efforts of the Student will take place Friday afternoon.
Bar Association, GW Law students will
"Two 1L teams did really well in
get a chance to build rapport and test then- the intramurals last month and those
prowess in a much less stressful forum two teams will be representing the lLs.
than a three-hour exam: the first annual I'm pretty sure one of them will take it
GW Law games.
down."
For one event-packed week, be
The second full day of events will
ginning at Thirsty Thursday on March occur the following Tuesday. They will
30, and ending along with
coincide with Dean's Jeans Day, an annu
Dean's Jeans Day on April
al event when GW's deans
4, the 1L, 2L, 3L, and LLM
come
out to the quad, clad
Everyone will
classes of GW Law School
in their denim, to barbecue
also have the
will fight for the Jack Frieand serve drinks to stu
denthal Cup. Individual
dents. There will be a por
chance to
winners of each competi
table rock climbing unit and
wreak some
a moon bounce trampoline
tion will receive a t-shirt
havoc on GW
set up for students to enjoy.
to commemorate the occa
Everyone will also have
sion. Officials will correlate
Law !v students
the chance to wreak some
times and scores and allo
and faculty
havoc on GW Law's stu
cate points from each event
dents and faculty with the
toward the participating
with the
"Dunk Tank for Justice."
class's total. Results will be
"Dunk Tank
Participants can spend 1
announced during the Equal
for
Justice."
dollar
for one ball or 2 dol
Justice Foundation Auction
lars
for
three; the proceeds
on April 6. The class with
from
these
sales go directly
the most points will win and
to
the
Equal
Justice
Foundation.
receive the Cup, engraved with its year of
But all of these events pale in com
graduation.
parison
to another major athletic com
Thirsty Thursday inaugurates the
petition:
an eight-person sumo wrestling
games with a host of events conducted
tournament
with no weight classes. As
by assorted student organizations, among
in
the
basketball
tournament, team cap
them a dog bonnet competition hosted by
tains
will
use
their
discretion in selecting
SALDF on the patio and potato sack races
sponsored by Phi Alpha Delta (PAD) out members.
They will also do their best to mo
on the Quad.
A captain from each team will tivate their classmates, sometimes as in
evaluate and select members to represent discreetly as possible. As Bourgeois said,
the team in certain competitions. Laura "My role during Dean's Jeans Day will be
Bourgeois, 2L team captain, was optimis to put on a bright yellow GW Law shirt
tic about the Dance Dance Revolution and run around cheering on the 2Ls that
competition. "With 'Danimal' McNeely are participating and threatening those
that are not."
•
on the team, it's in the bag."
BY MATTHE W BROW N

Fmf
r AIR from page 1.
in the real world.
professors would teach their own version
"We have a tremendous amount of of first amendment law as truth, noting
legal experts," Banzhaf said. "But they that with the decision in the FAIR case
think that the only thing that they ought now on the books, they will have to teach
to be doing is writing law review articles. it as law.
Professor Schechter also disagreed
I have made a career of bringing cases that
nobody thought would win, but I don't that joining and litigating FAIR were
test them in law reviews, I test them in the "empty gestures."
real world, in front of a judge."
"Sometimes you litigate because
He distinguished his own litigation, you are interested in the immediate
which is often regarded as long shots, with outcome, but sometimes it is impor
tant to litigate to start
the FAIR case. He
argued that the consti
a public dialogue."
tutional law professors
Schechter said. "One
"I have made a
litigating FAIR seem
of the things that the
decision
did do is to
to have taught their
career of bringing
encourage conversa
disproved theory of
cases that nobody
tion on the policy of
First Amendment law
the military."
as fact in class.
thought would win,
"When I talk
For now, the Law
but I don *t test them
about my suits I am
School must abide by
in law reviews, /
usually careful to say
the policy of the Solo
that this is not a slam
mon Amendment and
test them in the real
dunk, this is a reach,
provide equal access
world, in front of a
this is an uphill battle,"
to military recruiters
Banzhaf said. He was
on campus. However,
judge."
quoted in Congress re
Dean Lawrence has
— Banzhaf
garding his suit on be
issued a statement
half of obese patrons
saying that the Law
against McDonald's
School is saddened by
as saying that he hopes
the policy of the mili
that some judge somewhere will buy their tary not to seek the recruitment of all of
argument.
GW students, referring to those students
Professor Schechter disagreed, who are openly gay or lesbian.
arguing that there was a case to be made
Professor Schechter stated that he
under Boy Scouts of America v. Dale that hopes the Dean will continue to make
organizations could exclude individuals the school's disapproval of the military's
policy known whenever recruiters come
that did not agree with their beliefs.
"There is no such thing as a perfect on campus. Additionally protests have
prediction concerning the outcome of liti been discussed by the Lambda Law or
gation that is why people litigate," Schech ganization.
However, Professor Banzhaf specu
ter said. "That this was a plausible claim
seems to me beyond dispute given that it lates that future efforts by the Law School,
like its past efforts will do nothing against
prevailed in the Court of Appeals."
He also rejected Professor Ban- the "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" policies of the
•
zhaf's assertion that constitutional law military.
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WE'RE PROUD TO D

OR THE THINGS THAT ARE MOST

What does this m ean for you?
We ranked FIRST in the country out of
156 major law firms in the 2005 AmLaw
Summer Associates Survey. Year after
year we are first in the overall rating as
a place to work, getting high marks for
training, mentoring, collegiality and family
friendliness. And it d oesn't end there.
We've also consistently ranked in the top
10 in the AmLaw Midlevel Associates
Survey. Because we believe that a fulfilling
legal career is a marathon, not a sprint,
many summer associates spend their whole
careers with us, developing strong bonds
with clients we have served for decades

Want to be part of a winning team?

and forging new client relationships through

Contact Randi S. Lew is at 41 0.385.3563.

excellent client service.

M I L E S& ST O C K B R 1 D G E

P.C.
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Don't Be (Totally) Evil

Stay Stone Cold: Chances
are your Options will
Unfold

When Google launched its initial ernment subpoena or warrant (although
They put me in a room with an
"YOU KNOW," I interject, my
public offering, it made it clear to would- this doesn't appear to have occurred elderly man with a comb-over and hard, voice as high-pitched as a little boy's,
be stock holders that it would not be run yet), but Google has been unwilling to piercing blue eyes.
"I think that exams are a completely
like a standard corporation. It was going discuss whether and for how long it keeps
I sit on the other side of the table arbitrary measure of one's merit and
to be run as much for the benefit of the information linking search terms to IP and grin like a helpless idiot. The air intelligence. In the long run, whoever
world as for stockholders, with generous addresses (which in turn link back to the around me has become a miasma of Axe is good at ADR and Moot Court probcompensation for even its lowest em user) and under what other terms it would cologne and sweat - the reification of ably has greater prospects for success."
ployees, and it would always be aware release the information.
my terror. Fortunately, they have good My God, did I just say that??!!
of its responsibilities to society. In fact,
Google has also begun to offer an ventilation in this office. If only I could
He laughs. "Yes. I suppose that
Google's oft-repeated informal motto is addition to Google desktop that greatly breathe to enjoy it.
will compensate for not understanding
"Don't be Evil."
increases the risk to an individual's com
The interviewer flips through my what equitable estoppel means." Red
Somewhat surprisingly, Google be puter privacy. Google Desktop software resume and writing sample the way pen, scribble scribble.
cause of its technologies, its rapid growth, offers the ability to search across a user's John Goodman would skim a menu at
This guy is friggin' s adistic, I think
and its (generally) good reputation has multiple computers for Word documents, Outback. He licks his lips and decides to myself. Surely this is just a way to
the capability to commit more evil than PDFs, and spreadsheets. Admittedly, this it's time to chow down.
weed out all the people who wouldn't
anyone without direct access to weapons could be very useful if you want to be able
"So, Mr. Vago.
be able to hack the
of mass destruction. A few weeks ago, I to access and search your law school notes Tell me about why
. .
stress of firm life,
wrote about Google's decision to impose regardless of which computer you're us you went to law
Things can't be
content restrictions on its China site and ing. The concern is that unless users are scho
that bad working
T
the criticism it received both from the very careful, sensitive information like
Well! I was for
them. But I am
public and from the government. I won't social security numbers, tax and income really into politics
out of control and
rehash that, except to say that Google information, and even medical records at an early age, political theory as well, need to check myself before I totally
has yet to justify in a satisfactory way its might be uploaded. Under the Electronic I was reading all the great thinkers by crash and burn.
decision to become part of the Chinese Communication Privacy Act, the govern the time I was twelve. Smith, Madison,
It's time for a non-sequitur, a fun
government's political
ment could then de Montesquieu..."
question. "Tell me about a movie where
oppression.
mand these personal
He nods.
you identify strongly with the main
Closer to home,
files with only a sub
"Marx..."
characters."
Google has recently
poena rather than
He picks up a red pen and jots
"Lord of the Dings." He frowns
made headlines for fight
the search warrant it down something on his memo pad.
and raises the red pen. "RINGS! This
ing the government's
would need to seize
"And things just fell into place past year has been a long, interminable
attempt to subpoena a
the same things from from there."
struggle for something unknowable that
week's worth of search
your home or busi
"I'll bet. Law school tends to do I've yearned for deeply, but it'll be over
terms that its users' en
ness, as ECPA gives that to a lot of people. Especially those with soon and I'll feel proud I'll have
tered into its popular
much less protection I with your educational background."
accomplished something big."
"I
suppose
a
lot
of
people
do
that,
He sighs. "Well, Mr. Vago, your
to
information
stored
search engine. The gov
IKE HIMOWITZ
educational credentials look a bit thin
with third party ser but personally, I wanted --"
ernment argues it needs
vice providers.
"But what attracted you to GW?" to me. You also lack any kind of work
this information because
The service he says, cutting me off. "What about it experience that indicates you're ready
the Justice Department
to take on a position of responsibility
also raises the issue appealed to you?"
is attempting to defend
"Well...um...there's something within the firm. I think the lack of expethe Child Online Protection Act by argu of how the information you upload will
ing that requiring adult content providers be used. At the moment, Google states to be said about the power and prestige rience, rather than reading Das Kapital,
to use an age identification system (either that it won't search through your docu of a school four blocks away from the made going to law school 'fall into place
for you.' I also think that most of your
a new system, or through the use of a ments to provide targeted advertising for White House."
He frowns. "But doesn't this ob- competitors blow you away in terms of
credit card) is the least restrictive way of you. Their privacy policy, however,
achieving the government's interest in would seem to allow such targeting. It's fuscate the real issue, that you were just poise and qualifications. So here it is,
one last chance. One more shot: can
keeping adult material out of the hands not difficult to imagine how such target- too stupid to get into Georgetown?"
I shift in my seat.
you persuade me as to
ing could be embarrass
of minors..
"Uhh...
I
guess."
why Brummel & Brown
ing
or
troubling.
COPA is such a
Google because of
He grins and
should hire you?"
These problems
bad law, it's unlikely to
its technologies,
aren't unique to Google. makes another line in
ever pass constitutional
Most ofvour
I pause to think this
;
over for a few seconds.
Microsoft, Yahoo, and his notes.
muster. And despite
its rapid growth,
"They were gencompetitors
"I'm a hard worker. I
Google's rhetoric to the
AOL all gave similar
and its (generally)
contrary, Google's refusal
responses about their erous with the money,
blow you
don't give up. I keep trygood reputation
.
ing. I'm able to admit
ability to link a user to too."
to cooperate doesn't stem
"That's good, beaway
in
terms
y shortcomings and
the
search
terms
they
from any real notion of
has the capability
of poise and
to improve when necesenter; although, it should cause we won't be givprotecting privacy or its
to commit
be noted that AOL de ing you anything to
users' rights. Rather,
qualifications.
sary. I'm not afraid to
7
J
ask for help when it s
letes personally identifi work for us this sumGoogle is interested in
more evil than
required. I'm attentive
able search data after mer."
protecting its intellectual
anyone without
My knees begin to
to subtle details, like the
30 days, which makes
property. Popular search
direct access to
fact that you seem to be
it unique among the big twitch.
terms, and the results they
He leafs through
mocking me. I realize
four search engines.
provide, comprise valu
weapons of mass
Thus, the moral my transcript. "As you know, a substan- that on paper I'm not much, and I'm not
able trade secrets from
destruction.
of today's column isn't tial portion of our business concerns going to try to distinguish myself from
which competitors can
particularly clear. It contract litigation. Why did you score thousands of other students who have
determine how Google's
the same set of experiences as I do by
shouldn't come as a sur so low in Contracts last semester?"
search functions work
"I think it's because I studied so feeding you loads of B.S. about who I
prise to anyone in this
as well as what much of
the world is interested in looking for on day and age that on the internet, no one hard. There's such a thing as over-pre- am and what I've done,
"I guess the best thing I have to
the internet. Furthermore, while the gov is really anonymous. You can pay for ser paring. Besides, our professor graded
offer is personality. They say that will
ernment requested that Google turn over vices that can make you so (anonymizer. our exams in a very arbitrary way."
"But doesn't this obfuscate the real take you a long way."
the terms that are entered into the search com is a good one), but the expense and
He stands up and shakes my hand,
engine, it did not request any information the difficulty in using this probably make issue, that you were just too stupid to
"Thanks for coming. We'll let you know
that could identify which users typed in it too difficult to bother with most of the create a functional outline?"
The knees become quivering our decision within a few days."
which terms. In other words, your privacy time. Ultimately, your best bet is to clear
Hah. Even though I can finally
your browser history and the cookies it mounds of Jello. I lean over, pretendwas never really at issue.
One question that hasn't received stores regularly, to avoid uploading more ing to clear my throat, and rub my breathe, I'm not going to hold my
much attention is whether Google could information to the internet than you ab eyes. Stalling. A full twenty seconds breath. The question is, will my personprovide that information if requested to do solutely have to, and to be aware that the pass before I'm able to string together ality be enough to get me in someplace
else? I have two more months to find
so. Google might obviously be required internet isn't private -someone is almost a response.
"Mr. Vago? I'm wait -"
out.
•
•
to release this information under a gov always watching.

°! "

One-L Hellion

The Computer Guy
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A Bit About George
As law students, we are often taught add to the national discourse and closed
Arenas is cute.
wine, Frubee, and Apple Cidra. Again, I
to celebrate individual achievement, but up shop.
I love Doraemon! He is a robotic leave it up to you to figure these out for
not individuality. The law school is plas
Today, I am very embarrassed cat from the future that can pull gadgets yourselves.
tered with announcements of skills board about how narrow-minded I acted. I
out of his front pocket. For cartoon
I hate (probably too strong of a
membership and competition winners. I am shocked at how much the law school
characters, I like Doraemon more than word to use) the way my mom gives
will even acknowledge that accomplish mentality blocked my personal under
Curious George, although I have more money to charities, but spends none
ments in the public interest arena are standing of my identity. As a public in
Curious George paraphernalia. I re- of her carefree days helping with acincluded in these notices. Nevertheless, I terest law student, I have always champi
member asking my dad, who moved back tual charitable work. My mom is one
often wonder why we do not spend more oned the individual. Nevertheless, when
to Taiwan to save the
0f those "do as I say,
time looking at who we are.
given the opportunity to celebrate all the family business while I
don't do as I do" types,
As a first year law student, I things that make us tick, I balked.
was growing up, to read
and I'm sure she'll cite
helped to organize a conference on
Since I want to reserve my final
me Doraemon comics
/ #/// shocked
the effectiveness of her
Asian American identity. The one-day column for another topic, I think this is
when he was in the
,
much
parental strategy when
event was geared
a good time for me U.S. Needless to say,
claiming my affinity
toward law students
to promote individu those memories trump
the
law
School
to the public interest
from the area law
alism by telling you my curiosity and love
mentality
field.
schools. We had
way too much about for bananas.
I have two gold
sessions about sex,
blocked my
myself. My personal
I truly believe
fish
named
Tangerine
Hawaiian culture,
revelations below in that I can continue to
personal
and
Clementine,
who
and Asians in the
clude some of the buy things from Lou
are
often
sick.
We
media. We did not
understanding of
things that make me is Vuitton and work
would
like
to
move
to
talk about legal
want to continue my as a public interest
my
identity
the
eco-friendly
Eleva
protections against
work in the public attorney. Lynne re
tion 314 apartment
GEORGE WU
sexual orientation
interest arena. I will cently bought me a pair
complex
in Takoma
discrimination, le
also tell you about of $400 Louis Vuitton
Park
soon.
When that
gality of Hawaiian
things that have very sunglasses as an early graduation gift.
happens, we can add a cute puppy to
sovereignty, or con
little to do with ca
Although I'm still debating wheth- our family,
stitutionality of affirmative action in reers and laws but everything to do with
er we can afford such a purchase when
I still dream of waking up one day
the arts. All the participants had a lot what makes me happy.
I have to start paying off my $120,000 and realizing that I am a 6' 6" point
of fun.
I am a Los Angeles Lakers fan. Hate loan package, I am already dreaming of guard for the Wizards -1 was drafted out
A year later, I co-chaired a group to me if you like, but I was 8 years old when
other expensive things to buy. In the end, of college by Michael Jordan instead of
develop a plan to host the second install I moved from Taiwan to Southern Cali
I know that certain things keep me going, Kwame Brown. Although I will now
ment of this conference. We immediately fornia in 1987 and everyone in town loved
and I just can t help it that I
be able to dunk and pay my
refocused the conference around politics the back-to-back champs. These days, I
like high end fashion. Plus,
parents back, I will still be
and policies. As law
am a disgruntled Lakers I am hopeful that Lynne and
/ hivt rnn V finishing
law school at GW
students in DC, we ac
fan because I don't like my birthday numbers will
1J"A/ Lun 1
as a part-time student. I
tually questioned the
Kobe and Shaq went to one day win us a nice Lottery
I often wonder
help it
will also still support and
legitimacy of a conferMiami. My high school jackpot. Especially since my
fhat j ^
work with the public interwhy
we
do
not
enceaboutidentity. We
friends openly oppose George Washington over
,. ,
est organization I currently
completely ignored the
spend more time
my recent support of Georgetown NCAA champiHigh end
assist. And, perhaps most
fact that there were
the
Heat, but I blame onship bracket is not going to
looking
at
who
fashion.
importantly, I will still be
already three major
them for forcing me to win me the EJF pool.
with Lynne, who keeps me
we are.
national conferences
play fantasy basketball
I love to eat smelly
humble.
for Asian American
and auto-drafting my tofu, spam musubi, kalbi. If
j applaud you if you
law students focused
team to include Shaq you don't know what these things are, I read to this point. I hope you will also
on national policy. After planning for and Dwayne Wade. To make things
invite you to find out. Your body de- pay more attention to who you really are
a semester, my co-chair and I decided worse, my girlfriend Lynne is starting to
serves more than ABP or pretzels from
and what makes you want to wake up in
that we did not have anything new to cheer for the Wizards and thinks Gilbert
the cart lady. I love to drink V. Sattui rose the morning and get to work.
d

The G Spot

Chill Out: A Very Special Biff Around Town
Well, I've been sick and broke and Eno-ish ambient music. It's pretty.
A super-pretentious Icelandic band
haven't gone anywhere interesting in a
that sings both in Icelandic and in a
while. Since this column is premised on Strengths: Makes
language that they
my going places and smarmily describing me want to do hard
BIFF
made up. It's cool
what goes on there, I was at something of drugs and then go
because if you listen
a loss for how to fill this space.
swimming.
to it, your head forms
When encountering a decisional
Weaknesses: Polite
English words. I'm a
crossroads, some people find it useful
enough for your
huge nerd.
to posit Jesus's likely response, were he
parents to enjoy.
faced with a similar set
Strengths: Flat-out beautiful, ethereal
of choices, and then
Thievery Corporation
music.
act accordingly. If Je
The
Mirror
Conspiracy
Weaknesses:
May get weird looks from
If Jesus wrote a
sus wrote a column for
DC's own specializes
others if they walk in on you listening
a law school newspa
column for a law
in what my buddy calls to it.
per, he would probably
"contemporary world
school newspaper,
try to do something to
beats." They special
Nightmares on Wax - In A Space Outta
he would probably
brighten the reader's
ize in organic, tribal,
Sound
day. In my downtime
try to do something
atmospheric, downtem- Instrumental hip-hop. Beat
I've been "reading",
po music that you can
centered. Fades into the background
to brighten the
and I keep returning
both enjoy and ignore.
but it keeps bangin'. Great, great stuff.
to a couple of albums
reader's day.
that are good to put on
— S t r e n g t h s : W o n ' t p u t
Strengths: Uncompromising beats, great
when you're reading
you to sleep. Driving
vocals, won't distract you. A winner.
stuff. So, here they are.
beats.
Weaknesses: New albums cost money.
Weaknesses: At times, can be insistent
William Orbit - Hello Waveforms
and distracting.
DJ Cam - Mad Blunted Jazz
From the guy who produced a Madon
Acid jazz on actual acid.
na album and some stuff for U2. Brian
Sieur Ros - Takk

Biff Around Town

Strengths: Sounds like instrumental
Wu-Tang. Very, very good.
Weaknesses: Some of the tracks are
slow to develop. If played too loudly,
the DEA might come knocking.
biffgw@hotmail.com. •

A couple of
albums that are
good to put on
when you're
reading stuff...
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Boys Don't Cry
By now, you all should have no however, 17 total points over his fourticed that I am currently leading the EJF year career by creating his own shot.
March Madness Pool. You might also The past two years, Redick has arguably
have noticed that I am also the last-place been the most hated player in the country.
entry. Yes, that's right. I will be winning Luckily, he has a great outlet to combat
over $400 and getting my $10 donation the taunts and barbs of the uncivilized
back, which by my calculation is an infin ACC fans—his poetry. "I can't see what
ity percent return on my investment. No, my future has in store," writes J.J., "but
I will not buy you a drink at Bar Review I move forth with the strength of a con
this week, sorry.
dor." Well, I CAN see what your future
I've received a number of emails has in store, J.J., and you were right to
over the past few weeks (mostly from my cry after your pitiful performance against
self) all touching on the same thing = my LSU. This year was your last chance
column's similarity
to have a mean
to that of ESPN.com
ingful impact on
and SportsPickle.
your team and on
com writer DJ Gallo.
sports in general.
Some have accused
In the NBA, you
me of directly copy
will not be the fo
ing Gallo, while oth
cus of any team's
ers have commend
offense. None of
ed me for imitating
• your teammates
a columnist other
will be willing to
than Bill Simmons.
set
the numerous
JONATHAN AUERBACH
I can assure you all
screens you require
that any similarity
to get open. You
between Mr. Gallo
will come off the
and me is pure co
bench, maybe hit a
incidence. Let me also point out that I few shots, but never again will America
have been writing this column for over have any reason to hate you. So cry your
20 years, making Gallo a spring chicken tears, J.J., because you have passed into
compared to me. Anyways, to further irrelevancy.
prove our differences, this week I'll be
Well, I guess that was a little
commenting on some of the awful March mean. Let's see if Morrison is a more
Madness commercials that are being sympathetic figure. Earlier in the year,
aired. Wait, what? DJ Gallo already did Morrison started drawing comparisons
that last week? Oh. Well fine, I'll talk to a young Larry Bird. In response, Bird
about something else.
challenged him to a game of 21 , lo ser
Did you see the two so-called Play having to shave his mustache. As you can
ers of the Year balling after their teams see, Adam still has his 'stache. Back to
lost last week in the Sweet Sixteen? I reality now, Morrison had a much better
understand the emotion of having your final game than Redick, although he did
dreams evaporate right before you eyes, start crying before the game was actually
but crying on national television? Seri over. This to me shows a lack of what the
ously? To quote a movie that you're prob Spanish call cojones. Now there's noth
ably already thinking
ing wrong with a man
of, "If you start crying
crying, particularly if
after we lose today, I
BBBBBBBBBB
his leg was just torn
will punch you in the
off
by a rabid wolver
I understand the
face."
ine. In this situation,
emotion of having
Sadly, neither
however, crying is just
J.J. Redick nor Adam
unacceptable.
Maybe
your dreams
Morrison received
Mark Few has Mor
evaporate right
a punch to the face.
rison try to catch that
This whole episode,
lob pass at the end
before you eyes,
however, should send
instead of Batista,
but crying on
an important message
and maybe Morrison
national television?
to NBA GMs. Do you
makes it to tie the
really want to draft a
game. But Few is a
Seriously?
guy who can't stop
smart man. He knows
himself from crying
that a crying basket
before he gets to the
ball player will never
locker room? "Oh,
make a shot like that,
they're just kids," you're saying. BS. so Morrison is stuck drawing a defender
Darko Milicic is younger than both up court, while someone else gets a
Redick and Morrison, and he has never chance to be a hero. Hey look, the game's
cried. Darko didn't cry when he was over. Now you can start crying.
picked second overall in the 2003 NBA
Draft. He also didn't
cry when his team won
the NBA title in 2004.
Finally, he didn't cry
Postscript: Bran
There's nothing
after being traded to
don Roy did not cry
wrong with a
Orlando and actually
after Washington fell
man crying,
getting to play regular
to Connecticut on Fri
minutes. I hope this set
day
night, and I pre
particularly if his
tles that argument. I'm
dict that he will be the
leg was just torn
not completely heartless,
best player to come
though. In these next
out
of the 2006 NBA
off by a rabid
two paragraphs, I will
Draft. Patrick Ewing
wolverine.
try to sympathize with
Jr. also did not cry after
J.J. and Adam.
BBBBB«^*BBBBBBBB
Georgetown's loss to
Redick set numer
Florida, and I expect
ous scoring records over
great things from him
his Duke career. He has only scored, as well.
•

Left-Wing Lock

Economics of Time
'Tis Finals season: The season give you friends, character, perspective,
to freak out and make all of our close and experience. But unless you're care
friends glad they're not in law school. ful, it can just as easily take those things
As an evening 1L, I'm fortunate. I don't away from you, and no amount of time
have to stress about moot court, law re invested in school will yield spirituality
view, or clubs if I don't want to. I'm sur or family relationships.
rounded by people who have spent a few
It is vital that we give our ex
years in the working world, and several perience at GWU our 100%, but not
of them have families
100% of the wrong
and full-time jobs like
things. Too many of
BY AARON TITUS
me. Many have a
my classmates spend
Staff Writer
perspective that our
100% of everything
full-time counterparts
on law school—even
don't enjoy. Being in that atmosphere family and spirituality.
significantly reduces stress.
Just as in economics, the point
I recently spoke
is to figure out how to
with a fellow evening
invest your time and
student who is getting
energy to receive the
You should
married soon. He and
highest returns. Real
not spend
his fiance are very ex
Estate and a savings
your time; you
cited to start their lives
accounts are both types
together, but marriages
of financial investment.
should invest
are often stressful; his
It is absurd to think that
and maximize
is no exception. He
storing your savings in
was concerned about
your home will yield
it.
balancing his time with
the same interest as it
school and his future
would in a bank. At
wife, especially since she
best, you won't receive
is a practicing lawyer herself. They were any yield on your savings. At worst, it
having difficulty spending time together, could be completely lost in a fire. Like
and he felt as though school and her job wise, it makes little sense to invest family
were interfering with their spirituality. He relationships or personal spirituality into
expressed his angst, "Here we are in law academic pursuits. At best, you may ex
school, having an experience which most pect no yield. At worst, you could lose
people will never have and
them altogether.
for which many people
Education is argu
would give anything. How
ably the most effective
Just as in
can I not give 100% to law
way to increase your
economics,
school?" His question was
knowledge and earning
sincere and valid.
potential. Spending time
the point is
"100% of what?" I
with family is the best way
to figure out
asked. "100% of your
to have good relationships
how to invest
time? 100% of your spiri
with your family. Partici
tuality or family relation
pating in religious activi
your time
ships?"
ties is an effective way to
and energy
There is an old ad
increase your spirituality.
age that you should never
It is futile to invest one
to receive
spend money- you should
of these things, however,
the highest
only invest it. I suggest that
in hope of getting higher
returns.
adage also applies to time
return on another.
and energy. You should
Perhaps I should
not spend your time; you
write a book called "The
should invest and maxi
Economics of Time." Sor
mize it.
ry, Judge Posner.
After two years of spending 70-110
I perform my best in all areas of my
hours per week in a classroom for my life when I am balanced. I have found
Architecture BS, I discovered that when from experience that as I invest time with
you invest time in school, it yields three family, community, school, work, and
things: knowledge, increased earning church, I do each of those things better.
potential, and enhanced capabilities to
So, in this season of finals and
deal with stress.
stress, remember the economics of time,
If you are wise, school may also and invest wisely.
•
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How to Ride the Metro
After looking at the title of this
article, you are probably wondering
how someone could dedicate an entire
article to riding the metro. It seems
pretty simple: buy a fare card, slide it
through, get on the metro. And
yes, those are the basics, but it
takes more to properly ride the
metro. Here are a few tips to
always keep in mind:
1). Do Not Attack People.
You are at the top of the elevator,
and you see the lights for your metro
blinking. Do you: a) Say 'excuse me'
to the people in front of you and walk
briskly to the arriving metro, or b) Shove
the person in front of you, almost knock
ing them out and run as fast as you can
to catch the metro. If you answered a,
you may not need any further instruc
tions on how to ride the metro. But, if
you answered b, pay attention and take
heed. Simply because your metro is
arriving does not give you the right to
do summersaults and back handsprings
around people. Rest assured, if you
don't make this metro, there is always
another one only 5-10 minutes away.

2). Give up Your Seat. This one
is particularly geared toward men. This
may sound old fashioned but if all the
metro seats are taken and a woman
walks on or an elderly person, give up
your seat. Be a gentleman.

3). Eat in Moderation. I
know the official rule is not to
eat on the metro. And I'm not
an advocate of breaking rules,
but we've all eaten a chip here
or a piece of candy
there, which, I think,
is fine. What is not
fine is when people
open up Tupperware
containers of last
night's dinner and
dig in. If you are go
ing to eat, please do
it in moderation.

JAIA A .

their iPod's. Please keep in mind that
not everyone wants to hear what you
are listening to, so keep the volume at a
reasonable level.

begin to lose connection, please don't be
surprised, and please don't start yelling
on your phone, "CAN YOU HEAR
ME? CAN YOU HEAR ME NOW?"
Even if you aren't losing connection,
please always refrain from yell
ing on your cell phone.

5). Do Not Disturb. Speak
ing of music, usually when some
one has headphones on, that means
k'i
7). Do Not Talk to the
they are preoccupied or don't want
metro'
Crazy People. Crazy People
to be bothered. As such, people
frequent the metro on a daily ba
wearing headphones are not the
sis. They will get on the metro,
best people with whom to start a
conversation. Un walk up and down the aisles waiving
less you need to tell things, and yell absurdities like, "The
someone they are on sun shines with a golf club when we
fire, leave them alone sleep and eat green apples." What they
when they look pre say makes no sense but, please don't
occupied or busy.
stare. Just act like nothing is going on,
and usually they'll stop. If they can't
garner an audience, their performance
6 ) . D o N o t will eventually come to an end.
Yell on Your Cell
Phone.
By now you
THOMAS
should know that
you don't get the best
Of course Metro has its own of
cell phone reception ficial rules, but here are the unofficial
on the Metro. So, if ones everyone should follow. Safe rid
you are talking on your cell phone and ing.
•

Life Outside the Law

4). Turn Down
Your Music. The
trend now is for ev
eryone to ride the metro listening to

The Internets Corner
by Leo Hinze
Snakes on a plane, man.

Unusualarticlesf
My man Chuck is still
enjoying his 15 minutes. At least
he has a good sense of humor. Here
he is reading some of his favorite
Chuck Norris facts, (www.voutube.
eom/watch?v=riIfmRO LHk&searc
h=chuck%20norris).
Do we have any ukulele
fans in the house? You'll like this
hot remake of Duran Duran's Rio.
(www.ukuleledisco.com/rio7PHPSE
SSID-388816b0cee0b0b269a36fcfl
30d32f8). Or perhaps the Beatles are
more to your liking? (www.voutube.
com/watch?v=wNdsv08JWnc&searc
h=ukulelel.
On a final note, I'd like to
invite all of you to spank my monkey.
(www.fi am jam.com/spank/).

Snakes on a Plane, (www.
snakesonaplanemovie.comA. Or, as
the star of the upcoming film would
say, snakes on my motherf***in
plane!? Wikipedia has a nice little
article on how the buzz is buzzing
about this summer's most anticipated
blockbuster. (en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Snakes_on_a_plane3. Of particular
note are the spoof movie posters at
Fark. (forums.fark.com/cgi/fark/
comments.pr.7IDLink=1949081). As
with all Fark links, NSFW!
Wikipedia has a great
page that lists all sorts of internet
phenomena from the past 100 years.
(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_
phenomenon!. Snakes on a Plane is
there. Along with ChuckNorris. Plus,
they have info onour old friend Mahir.
(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahir_
%C3%87a%C4%9Fr%C4%Bl!.
The phenom page can keep
you going almost as long as the
Wikipedia unusual articles page, Happy surfing! internetscorner@
•
(en wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia: gmail.com.

HAT TRICK

Attend the final round of the

2006 McKenna Long & Aldridge
"Gilbert A. Cuneo"
Government Contracts
Moot Court Competition
Tuesday, April 11, 2006
6:00 p.m.
U.S. Court of Federal Claims

717 Madison Place, NW (opposite the White House on Lafayette Park)

Reception and Awards Ceremony
to follow at
McKenna Long & Aldridge
1900 K Street NW
7:30 p.m.
Please RSVP for Reception to Cindy McDonald by April 7, 2006
(202) 496-7621 or cmcdonald@mckennalong.com

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR
LAW SCHOOL
The Robert A. Shuker Scholarship Fund, Inc. intends to
award two scholarships for academic year 2006-2007 to
law students in the amount of
each.
Recipients must be residents of the Greater Metropolitan Area of Washington D.C., who are graduating from college and have been admitted to and
will be attending a law school accredited by the American Bar Association (ABA) on a full-time basis, leading to a J.D. Degree; or in the alternative,
one or two residents of the Greater Metropolitan Area of Washington D.C., who are currently attending a law school accredited by the American Bar
Association (ABA) on a full-time basis, leading to a J.D. Degree.

To apply go to
www.shukerscholarship.com.
The award is based upon academic performance, outside activities and financial need.

OPINIONS

Final Reflections
On April 1, Sam Jammal will take went from being an organization that with friends, it is great to be a student.
the reigns as the new SBA President. people thought of only as a mediocre Reflecting on this experience, it is clear
I'm positive he'll do a great job as he's social planner to one that does a mixture that we won't be able to continue to do
already worked very
of events, services, everything we do as students once we
hard for students in
and advocacy - and enter or re-enter the workforce, but I
his two years at the law
does each quite well. hope to find time for important people
I will say that I'm
school. I'm excited to
The administration and to continue to enjoy what I've loved
proud of where we've
see him continue some
listens to students about law school. Law school is a great
gone - and happy to
initiatives that were
more closely, and the opportunity to learn our craft, to be
started in the past two
experience of students around some amazing people, and to
know that our SBA
years as well as tackle
has improved in some walk into a profession with limitless
provides something
new challenges that
key places as a result. potential. I'll miss it and I'll remember
will inevitably face our
While not everything these experiences.
more to our law
law school. Sam has
has gone perfectly in
I've also realized that upon gradua
school and its student
worked on issues from
my time, I will say that tion we have an obligation to continue to
body.
the flexible exams to
I'm proud of where make our law school better. In August,
our schedule to the first
we've gone - and hap I'll move with my wife Alii to Seattle
ever GW Law Games
py to know that our for her to begin a PhD program at the
held this week. He will be a great SBA SBA provides something more to our law University of Washington. Three weeks
president and I'm convinced he'll serve school and its student body.
ago when we found out we'd be mov
the students at our law school well.
The first thing I've realized is that ing, I didn't know how to begin a job
With Sam's election, that also every student attending our law school is search. So I started contacting alumni
means my term as SBA President is fortunate. We are graduating from a top from our law school working in Seattle.
ending. I was asked the other day how notch school and will have opportunities And from those few emails, I've gotten
I felt about this and I had to say that it that are limited to a
interviews set up;
was truly a unique feeling. It has been select few. Through
contacts made; and
ERIC KOESTER
a tremendous honor to work with such my involvement in
I am now certain
a variety of students, faculty, and ad the American Bar
that I'll find a good
A Message from the Prez
ministrators in my two years in office. Association, I've
job and be satisfied.
Mostly, I've been lucky because few other met people from
But that's because
students get the chance to meet such a hundreds of law schools. Those interac of the name our school carries and the
broad cross section of our law school. tions have shown me how lucky we truly support other alumni provide. So each of
Few people have worked with so many are. We will all get jobs, we will all gradu us also has a responsibility to help those
good people from student organization ate, and we will all have a tremendous that follow us.
leaders to SBA members to professors to alumni base that we can rely on to help
Likewise, we need to financially
administrators. I've been fortunate.
us in the next stages of our career. Each support our law school. This is hard
In truth, nearly all of my law school of us has a wealth of opportunities that to sell as each of us is graduating with
experience has been as SBA President. I will be given to us just because we have significant debt. But don't think of this
was elected in February of my first year attended this school and can benefit from now; remember this five or ten years from
and have continued to serve in that role its reputation.
now. What I think of is the increase in
since. So what I realized is that as my
Second, I've realized that I'll miss earning potential from this investment
term comes to an end, it also means law law school. Sure, finals time may be in law school - you likely would have
school is ending for me.
amazingly painful, but for the most part gotten a $45,000 job out of college and
As I reflect on the last three years our lives are great. From speakers to bar now the average law graduate from GW
of my involvement in the Student Bar reviews to internships to flag football to makes $95,000. That's amazing and you
Association, I know that there have been social activities to spending time solv didn't do that alone. It takes a school
great things done at this law school. We ing the world's problems in the lounge and all the alums before you. Remem

ber to contribute something as alumni
before you do the same. And start early
- donate to the class gift, make a small
contribution annually and ensure that the
school continues to excel.
Finally, the most important thing
I've learned about law school is you can
make a difference. Sure, it may be small
differences like a 13 week calendar or
food during finals or the GW Law Games
or the Class Gift, but you can make a
difference. And if you work together
with people, you've got the chance to
make things better - and hopefully our
law school is a bit better. And that's the
thing - our law school is great because
so many people take the time to improve
it. So many students take time to lead
organizations, attend events, engage one
another in class, and build friendships
that will last well beyond law school. I
love our law school because our students
do care about each other. That's given
me hope for our next stops in life.
It's been an incredible privilege to
serve as SBA President at this law school
- such a privilege that I decided to make
it a repeat. Each of you has helped make
this experience something to remember
- and helped make my memories of these
three years great. I'm proud to have
called you my classmates and my friends
- it's been an outstanding chance to meet
a pretty amazing bunch of people I'll
remember for the rest of my life.
Law school is an incredible experi
ence. I thank you for the opportunity to
share it with such a wonderful family.
To all my classmates graduating with me
this May, I look forward to a fantastic
last two months together. To all those
that will continue at the school, best of
luck and keep making this school special
and unique.
To everyone in the GW Law family,
I couldn't have chosen a better place for
my law school.
•
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Privileges and
Inanities
In response to the jailing of New role of privileges, a journalist/source
York Times reporter Judith Miller for privilege would undermine public interest.
contempt because she refused to reveal Extreme cynics aside, most Americans
the name of a source who might have would likely conclude that the public
violated federal law by revealing classi interest is best served by policies that pun
fied information, some have called for ish, not facilitate, the leaking of classified
a journalist/source privilege that would information.
protect reporters from Ms. Miller's fate
To the extent the public interest
when similar circumstances arise.
might be served by an act of whistle
The proposed priv
blowing, sufficient legal
ilege would most often
DAVID MCA LPINE
means exist for one with
function in a reverse ver
access to classified in
sion of the way that the
formation to challenge
existing, long-recognized
government action. The
privileges now operate. The doctor/pa public interest is served when those legal
tient, attorney/client, priest/penitent means are pursued, not when each em
and spousal privileges each protect the ployee reserves to his personal judgment
privilege holder, whose identity is usually the power to decide which information is
known, and who has divulged informa to be declassified.
tion in confidence, by protecting the
The arguments against creating
recipient of that information who refuses such an inane privilege seem compelling
enough to explain why the great legal
to reveal it.
Presumably, a journalist/source minds of the past two centuries did not
privilege would most frequently operate in agitate for its adoption. Presumably, each
the reverse; permitting the information to generation of legal thinkers since the one
be known, but the identity of the privilege that Constitutionalized the freedom of the
holder to be concealed. Several other no press recognized the role and value of that
table differences would
free press. Yet no such
privilege was created.
distinguish the currently
Perhaps it is because
recognized privileges
m
from the proposed jour
they also knew that
The press, since
nalist/source privilege.
the press, since before
the days of James Cal
Among those dif
before the days of
endar, is a vehicle for
ferences is that in the
James Calendar,
partisans of the most
case of the recognized
is a vehicle for
virulent kind.
privileges, the non-privi
So perhaps it
lege holder does not
partisans of the
is not surprising that
have a profit motive tied
most virulent
such a privilege is be
either to the informa
ing sought at a time
tion or to the identity
kind.
widely recognized as
of the privilege holder.
___________
being one of intense
In the case of the pro
partisanship. And it is
posed journalist/source
not surprising that it is
privilege, the opposite is
sought by a media establishment, widely
again true.
The non-privilege holding journalist recognized as being well leff-of-center, at
would have a profit motive. Great stories a time when there is an Administration
sell papers. A journalist who can use his that is widely recognized as being well
source's legal privilege to help himself right-of-center.
To be sure, where polls once showed
generate news stories has a stake in the
venture. The same can hardly be said for that journalists, by large margins, identi
doctors, lawyers or priests with respect to fied themselves as "liberal," more recent
polls show that they now call themselves
their clients' privilege.
Moreover, doctors, lawyers and "moderates". Interestingly, the number of
priests are not free to themselves break journalists calling themselves "conserva
the law by virtue of the privilege held by tive" remains little changed. Similarly,
one who confides in them. Again turning journalists seem to have shifted from
the characteristics of recognized privileges calling themselves Democrats to calling
on their head, in the case of journalists, themselves Independents. Again, the
the implication is that they could publish number identifying themselves as Repub
information, the publication of which licans shows little fluctuation.
Partisan motivations for important
would be otherwise illegal, and presume
to seek refuge by refusing to reveal the changes in the law, however, frequently
name of the source. Under such a re reveal themselves to be bad ideas to
gime, a legal privilege would exist for the their one-time supporters when partisan
purpose of emboldening sources to leak fortunes switch. Such was the case with
the Independent Counsel statute and,
classified information.
Provided he were not found out some are beginning to say, with campaign
through other investigative means, a finance restrictions.
The longstanding privileges recog
leaker could thus achieve his objective,
the wide-spread revelation of classified nized in American jurisprudence have
material, with the aid of an accomplice widespread - even bipartisan - support.
who was immune from prosecution. This Their value in reinforcing public interests
could, perhaps, be remedied by conclud is readily apparent. In contrast, the mo
ing that, while a journalist could not be tivations behind the so-called "reporter
jailed for refusing to reveal his source, he privilege" appear rooted in partisanship
could be jailed for disseminating classified and its operation would be an almost
reverse image of the privileges we know.
information.
Finally, a major rationale behind In contemplating such an innovation,
the existing privileges is that they serve we would do well to follow the lead of
to reinforce important public interests. the Framers; keep the Privileges, skip the
•
In yet another complete reversal of the Inanities.
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A housewife, an
accountant and a lawyer
were asked "How much is
2+2?"

The housewife replies:
"Four!".
The accountant says: "I
think it's either 3 or 4.
Let me run those figures
through my spreadsheet
one more time."
The lawyer pulls the
drapes, dims the lights
and asks in a hushed
voice, "How much do you
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po
Communication
Key for Democrats
So things are starting to look up
The Republicans won in 1994 with
for the Democrats. Not for anything in a message, agree or disagree, and I cer
particular that they have done to improve tainly disagree, but they had a message.
their political fortunes, rather the Demo The Democrats are hoping the "at least
crats have risen in spite of themselves. we aren't the Republicans" message will
There are enough House seats that are work, and the fact is it probably will.
competitive that the Democrats could end However, I think what we need, what will
up with a slight major
keep the Democrats in
ity there, and the sen
power, what will win
BY J. ALEX HARMA N
ate is likely to be either
the Whitehouse is a
Staff Writer
split fifty-fifty (with
strong message. Demo
one independent vot
crats need to communi
ing with the Democrats) or possibly with cate their values (stop laughing). Demo
a majority. The Democrats are looking at cratic policies are evidence of a desire to
going into the 2008 presidential election help people who are struggling, provide a
with control of both Houses and a field of better life for those who work to support
battered Republicans vying
our thriving economy, and to
for a Whitehouse without
ensure that capitalism isn't
an incumbent (assuming
taken to its extreme where
The
Cheney really isn't running).
those with power and money
Democrats
Sounds great right? Well not
are able to ignore the prob
have risen
exactly.
lems of society. It is a myth
Say what you will
that Democrats are a godless
in spite of
about him, but Harry Reid
party, and that too needs to
themselves.
has really found his voice
be communicated to voters.
as the Minority Leader. He
The idea that you can't be a
comes from a libertarian
"values" voter and vote for a
moderate state, and has some
Democrat is ridiculous. The
fairly conservative personal views being idea that Christianity has been reduced
a Mormon and all, but has taken up the to a Pro-Life, Anti-Gay activist group
mantra of the loyal opposition like it was should be insulting to the vast majority
his calling. Reid and Nancy Pelosi seem of this country that considers itself both
to work well together, although they tend Christian and Pro-Choice.
to have trouble being on the same message
Democrats need to convey the mes
when they are not in the same room, and sage that it isn't the entitlements that are
sometimes even when they are. Most supposedly busting the budget but the
recently while the Republican monolithic massive military and "domestic security"
machine was being ripped apart piece by expenditures that are truly causing our
piece with ethical scandals and growing budgetary problems. The Democrats
distaste for the situation in Iraq, Reid and need to explain that raising and lowering
the rest of the Democratic leaders have taxes in a progressive tax system has a
been trying to put together a platform—to direct impact on only the smallest per
no avail. At one event Reid and Pelosi centage of taxpayers, and that the "Bush
each presented a six point platform of val tax cut" that put about $300 in everyone's
ues important to Democrats; the problem pocket reduced the taxes on wealthy
was that they had two different lists.
people by a much greater degree than
With the two leaders
the small reduction experi
having so much problem
enced by the majority.
getting on the same page,
The Democrats can
Democrats
adding Howard Dean into
win back power in this
need to
the mix has made things
country, and they probably
communicate
even worse. The first sign
will, but in order to keep
of trouble was when Harry
control
they will need to get
their values
Reid actively campaigned
through to the people in the
(stop
against Howard Dean's
way that Republicans have
chairmanship of the Demo
done so masterfully. People
laughing).
cratic National Committee.
often speak of the "death
It seems Dean represents
tax" campaign, where the
the liberal wing of the party
Republicans managed to
and Reid just doesn't think he should be frame the issue simply by changing the
crafting a message to reach the moder name from estate tax to death tax. Voters
ates that help win elections. Democrats reacted to the death tax label very nega
are accepting and inclusive though right? tively and were far more likely to support
Surely these two can get past their differ its repeal. What most voters who support
ences and work together to bring the party repealing the death or estate tax don't
back into power right? Apparently not: realize is that unless they are millionaires
during the Abramoff finger-pointing that they will never ever have to pay taxes on
took place earlier this year Dean took it their assets when they die.
upon himself to conduct what would nor
Democrats need to find creative
mally be considered opposition research, ways to communicate with the voters, and
not against Republicans, but on Reid. I sadly when they can't even come up with
understand the desire to find out what a party platform, and infighting is occur
skeletons someone might have in their ring at the highest levels things maybe
closet so you can be better prepared to don't look so good for Democrats.
deal with them if and when they come
out, but considering the floundering the
Alex Harman, 3L, is President of the
Democrats have been doing it seems that
American
Constitutional Society.
•
internal disputes are pretty serious.

I
JL rariy I Do Not
Recognize

In 1994 the Republican party skeptics furrow their brows and ask:
"how can that be, you
pulled off the biggest
political upset of the
BY TONY COT TO
got Chief Justice Rob
last half-century, takStaff Writer
erts and Justice Alito
through?!" Those two
ing 35 seats from the
incumbent Democrats and eventually outstanding nominees were gimmes. A
rallying around the Contract with Amer real Republican Senate would stand up for
ica. With stalwarts like Newt Gingrich, the President's less highlighted nominees
Dick Armey, and J.C. Watts leading the against shameful character assassinations
charge, conservatism returned to the halls from the Democratic caucus. Honorof Congress with a
able and qualified men
splash.
and women like Judge
The heroes of the
Sadly, this is not
Henry Saad, Miguel
the GOP currently
Estrada, and Carolyn
early 1990's have
wandering the capi
Kuhl deserved com
been replaced by
tal.
mittee hearings and
The heroes of the
a prompt up-or-down
spineless moderates
early 1990's have been
vote on the Senate
who deserve to be
replaced by spineless
floor. The same is
excoriated for their
moderates who de
now true of Brett
serve to be excoriated
Kavanaugh, Michael
unprincipled and
for their unprincipled
Chagares, and a slate
opportunistic voting
and opportunistic vot
of 8 other nominees.
ing patterns. The once
Judge Terrence Boyle
patterns.
mighty Congressional
has been awaiting a
rebels who took over
vote since 2001.
the House and Senate have departed for
What's that you say, Snarlin' Argreener pastures: think tanks, consulting len? The committee is busy? Last time I
firms, and book tours.
checked you ran with an R by your name
A mere snapshot of the modern and had the President's support (although
day GOP: In 2006, with a 15 seat major not mine) - the least you can do is give
ity, House majority leader John Boehner the President's nominees their fair day
recently had to pro
in committee so Dr.
cure votes from 22
Frist can give them a
Democrats to carry a
fair day on the floor.
A real Republican
$92 million appropria
As November
Senate would stand
tions supplemental, a
approaches, we are
up for the President's
bill that Mike Pence
sure to hear a lot
and his band of merry
more from the DNC's
less highlighted
men in the Republican
venomous PR team
nominees against
Study Committee (the
about the "culture
conservative caucus
of corruption" and
shameful character
in the House) stead
"Republican scan
assassinations from
fastly opposed. This
dals." The GOP has
the Democratic
is indicative not only
developed a culture
of the fact that leader
of corruption alright,
caucus.
Boehner is a mere
but it's not the cormoderate and a proruption that the left
fessional politician,
ists are talking about.
but that the GOP continues to forsake It is a different kind of corruption, a
conservative principles at its peril.
corruption of ideas.
Last year's CAFTA approval came
They have forgotten at both ends of
out on a razor-thin 2 vote margin. Pennsylvania Avenue the ideas the shin
This from a Congress controlled by a ing city on a hill was built upon. They
party that believes in
have forsaken their
free trade? This year's
constituents' views on
Deficit Reduction Act
The GOP has
taxes, spending, state
similarly survived on
sovereignty,
education,
developed a culture
a single-digit margin.
and a bevy of other
of corruption
This from a Congress
issues red-meat conser
controlled by a party
vatives care about.
alright, but it's
that believes in fiscal
For once, I hope
not the corruption
responsibility? The
Virginia Governor
Dubai ports disaster
that the leftists are
Tim Kaine was right
where our leaders dis
in his response to the
talking about. It
played the worst of
President's State of
is a different kind
xenophobic tendencies
the Union: "There is a
under the guise of na
better way." I just hope
of corruption, a
tional security on what
the GOP wakes up and
corruption of ideas.
should have been a
realizes the need to find
non-issue—they ought
that better way before
to be ashamed.
the Deaniacs do.
And of course,
there is my pet issue: the judiciary.
With 31 judicial vacancies, a host
Tony Cotto is a 3L from Spokane.
of judicial emergencies, and judges retir When Gonzaga lost he wept almost as much
ing left and right, the Republican Senate as when Ronald Reagan passed away. Al
has absolutely failed conservatives. The most.
D
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Board Editorial

It's A Long Way to the Top

The Notainvites
readers' opinions.
Letters to the Editor
must be signed,
dated and include a
graduation year or title.
E-mail submissions to
notabene@law.gwu.edu.
Nota Bene reserves the

right to edit all submis
sions for space, gram
mar, clarity and vulgar
ity.

This is the final issue of Nota Bene ing the Nota Bene as irrelevant. Most
published by the 2005-06 Editorial Board. of these skeptics, however, are not only
Starting in two weeks, the new Board will uninterested in the paper, but most areas
begin its yearlong tenure at the paper's of law school life outside the classroom.
helm. While four out of five members We would be foolish if we expected a
will return, positions will shuffle, and as a student normally unconcerned with the
result there will be a new Editor-in-Chief, actions of the Administration or SBA to
Managing Editor, News Editor, and As be interested in Nota Bene.
sistant News Editor. Your Features Edi
For those who are interested in the
tor will dutifully remain at her post.
workings of the Law School, however, the
Publishing a newspaper like this Nota Bene provides an important service.
one, even every two weeks, is harder than The paper is the only place where you
you might imagine. It
can find coverage of
requires a staff of over
the most recent SBA
twenty willing to write
initiatives along with
For those who
for each issue, total
the Administration's
are interested
ing hundreds of hours
response. The paper
in the workings
of work per semester.
is also the only body
In fact, the Editorial
other than the SBA
of the Law
Board alone put in over
that will conduct in
School, however,
three hundred hours of
vestigatory work, such
production time this
as when we examined
the Nota Bene
year. Outside of the
the Dell Program's
provides an
SBA and Law Review,
cost effectiveness ear
important
we venture that no oth
lier this year. True,
er campus organization
our
coverage is not
service.
requires such a consis
perfect and we should
tent time commitment
perform our investi
from its members.
gative function more
Unlike the SBA
regularly. But the pa
and Law Review, however, Nota Bene per remains the only place to hear both
provides few incentives outside of a little sides of the debates that inevitably shape
extra spending money, and a majority of our law school experience in important
writers are not paid or decline payment. ways.
In closing our yearlong chapter,
It is also not a resume eye-catcher and
does not generate the respect of journal the outgoing Board would like to thank
membership. So why do so many stu our two-dozen writers and staff, includ
ing our webmaster and cartoonist. We
dents put in so much time?
There are various reasons, but the believe the paper again made significant
broadest is simply that we realize that strides toward legitimacy this year, and
having a school newspaper is important. we expect that our successors will con
True, many students disagree, dismiss- tinue the advance.
•

Nota Bene
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Nota Bene is published bi-weekly by the students of The George Washington University Law School . Its office is
located in the basement at 2008 G Street, NW, Washington D.C 20052, (202) 676-3879.
The views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The George Washington University Law School
or Nota Be ne. Board Editorials represent t he views of a majority of the Editorial Board. Opinion columns ar reflective of
the views of the column's authorfs). In articles, the source of information is identified, and an attempt is made to present a
balanced view. In letters, the veracity of statements is strictly the responsibility of the authorfs)
Nota Bene will consider for publication all articles, letters, announcements, cartoons or opinion piece
by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before publication. Nota Bene strives to treat all submissions in a fair and unifc
However, due to space constraints, submissions may be omitted and Nota Bene will make reasonable efforts u
in a later issue
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ODDS AND ENDS

Horoscopes
Aries (March 21—April 1 9)

Failure Beipnd Imagination

WP>IT... WHAT
is wrrw

As graduation approaches, remember to reserve time to
say proper goodbyes to your friends. About twenty
seconds should do it.

all

Taurus (April. 20—May 20)
Bid generously at the EJF auction. The proceeds go to a
self-important cause.

£emini (May 21—June 21)
You found the "This is what a feminist looks like" campaign
inspiring and surprising. You didn't r ealize so many
prof essors were gay.

Cancer (June 22—July 22)

The fact that many of your friends have jobs sometimes
makes you feel like an abject failure. That's about right.

Leo (July 23—Aug. 22)
After the recent FAIR controversy, you wonder whether
the faculty will eve r grow up and s top picking on P rofessor
John Banzhaf III.

Virgo (Aug. 23—Sept. 22)

Hat Trick
Across
1 Author Wharton
6 China holder
10 Unwanted e-mail
14 Pedro's delicacy
15 Lima 's place
16 Tiptop
17 Special Force's member
19 Inspire
20 Dwell
21 Cuckoo
22 Short play
23 Experienced sailor
25 Gets away
27 Financial obligation
30
Alamos
32 Wise Men
33 Bird of night
34 And others
?>6 Tree
39 Conflict
41 More dried-up
43 Ballet
44 Monster
46 Belly whopper
47 Fortify
48 Radar echo
50 Stage scenery
51 Stride
52 Bawled out
55 Shell game
57 Author Morrison
58 Curtain call maneuver
60 Disclose
64 Teen's problem
65 Famous Hollywood
restaurant
67 Departer
68 Similar
69 Debate
70 Feeds
71 Relaxation
72 Egg holders
Down
1 MIT grad

Crossword 101

i
Ir

.r
.
1

By Ed Canty

1

3

2

4

5

14
17

18

7

21
24
28

29

30

33
40

44

64
67
70

53

•

37

38

43

50

51

59

1
1

65

68
71

2 Challenge
3 Frozen desserts
4 Believer
5 Civic, for one
6 Imitate
7 Watery fluid
8 Girl of song
9 Communication disorder
10 Knockwursts
11 Head covering
12 Actress Dickinson
13 Track events
18 Young ladies
24 Lugged
26 Hack
27 Remove the lid
28 Pitcher
29 Texas herb
31 Hindu frocks
35 Control stick
37 Apple center
38 Plant fiber
40 Do-nothings
42 Bring back
45 Barnyard sight

61

60
66

Capricorn (Dec. 22—Jan. 19)

56

55

62

63

•
1

69

You would like t o remind uppity George lAason students
that their Final Four berth has no effect on the U.S.
News.

Aquarius (Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
See Leo.

72

49 Stone
51 Serious
52 Platform
53 Hot chocolate
54 Andrea
56 Automobile
59 Pans
61 Work units
62 Adjoin
63 Strong solutions
66 Little
Quotable Quote

If one morning I w alked
on top of the water
across the Potomac River,
the headline that after
noon would read "Presi
dent Can't Swim".
• • • Lyndon B. Johnson

By GFR Associates* PO Box 461 Schenectady, NY 12309 • Visit our web site at www.gfrpuzzles.com

Answer on page 10

Sagittarius (Nov. 22—Dec. 21)

The cherry blossoms are blooming. It's an exciting time,
then!

47

54
58

Scorpio (Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
With Deans Jeans day around the corner, you have
started exercising to slip into your favorite pair. Don't
bother, Dean, we love you just the way you are.

36

W2

Libra (Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
Have faith in the Anarchist Collective. They can strike at
will, we ather permitting.

32
35

49

13

26

46

^H48

57

31

41
45

12

22

25

34

39

11

•

3

52

9

5

20

27

8

You are heartened that the government relieves your
federal loan debt upon dea th. Just don't wait until t he
last minute.

Pisces (Feb. 19—March 2 0)
For those of you still waiting for last semester's grades,
take it easy. Important, world changing scholarship is
being accomplished as you wait.

Hearsay...
Overheard in Barron's First Amendment "You know there are these 900 numbers, these sexually explicit
numbers, where you can call them and they'll, uh....well, they'll
cheer you up."
Overheard in Colby's Con Law II "Everybody is a minority in some sense...opticians, plumbers,
jugglers...people who watch 'Two and a Half Men,' people who think
Keanu Reeves can act - a particularly small minority."
Overheard in Smith's Admin Law "Now, for those of you w ho have jobs or those of you who
plan to have jobs in the future, it's typically a bad idea to call
your boss a drunk ..even if it's true."
Overheard in Saltzburg's Evidence "This is a great rule for the bar exam...because it is a stupid
rule. Stupid rules are great for the bar exam."
Overheard in Colby's Con Law II Discussing the First Amendment
"Does it really make sense that certain words inherently
have no social value? I mean if you take the word "fuck" out of
Scarface it would be like a ten-minute short film."
Send your overheard comments from professors or students
in current classes to NBHearsavfri law.gwu.edu.

